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Abstract
A brief overview of different steel disc-type flywheels is presented. It contents the analysis of
relationship between stress-state and kinetic energy of rotating body, comparison of the main
characteristics of flywheels and description of their optimization procedures. It is shown that pro files
of the discs calculated on a basis of plañe stress-state assumption may be considered only as a starting
point for its further improvement using 3-D approach. The aim of the review is to provide a designer
for a insight into problem of shaping of steel flywheels.

Volantes de Inercia para Sistemas de Almacenamiento de Energía Cinética
de Baja Velocidad de Rotación
Portnov, G.; Cruz, I.; Arias, F.; Fiffe, R.P,
28 pp. 17 figs. 19 refs.

Resumen
En este informe se presenta una visión general de las diferentes soluciones para volantes de inercia
del tipo disco fabricado en materiales isótropos.
Se incluye el análisis de las relaciones existentes entre el estado tensional y la energía cinética
contenida en un sólido en rotación, además de la comparación de las principales características de
los distintos volantes de inercia y la descripción de posibles procedimientos para la optimización de
su diseño.
También, en este informe queda demostrado que las formas geométricas de los discos calculados
sobre la suposición de estado tensional plano puede ser considerado solo como punto de partida para
su posterior mejora mediante aproximación tridimensional 3-D.
Finalmente, reseñar que el principal objetivo de esta revisión es proporcional al diseñador una serie
de ideas claves para introducirse en el problema del diseño de los volantes de inercia fabricados con
acero.
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FLYWHEELS FOR LOW-SPEED KINETIC ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS
G.Portnov, I. Cruz, F. Arias, R.P. Fiffe.
KEYWORDS: Kinetic energy storage system (KESS), flywheel design, disk shape flywheel
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ABSTRACT

A brief overview of different steel disc-type flywheels is presented. It contents the
analysis of relationship betxveen stress-state and kinetic energy of rotating body,
comparison of the main characteristics of flywheels and description of their
optimization procedures. It is shown that profiles of the discs calculated on a basis of
plañe stress-state assumption may be considered only as a starting point for its further
improvement using 3-D approach. The aim of the review is to provide a designer for a
deep insight into problem ofshaping of steel flywheels.
INTRODUCTION
Potential advantages and fields of applications of Kinetic Energy Storage Systems
(KESS) are well known and described, for example, in [1], [2], [3], [4]. KESS may be
classified in two groups - low-speed and high-speed.
Low-speed KESS opérate in a range of up to 6000rpm. Since the energy contení depends
on the square of the speed considerable mass moments of inertia are necessary for
flywheels;, which results in heavy weights. The flywheels are usually made of steel. It is
not necessary to opérate in a vacuum, but a partial vacuum or lighter gas as a
replacement to air can be useful to reduce frictional losses. Conventional roll or ball
bearings are used with magnetic support to increase bearing life since the rotor weights
are large. The losses are between 0.5 to 1 percent of the rated power. Advantages of the
low-speed KESS are a rugged construction with tried essential issue.
Hizh-speed KESS opérate above 10 000 rpm up to 100 000 rpm. The flywheels are
made of composites. The mass moment of inertia, weights and dimensions are relatively
small. To reduce friction, the rotor runs in a vacuum and is supported in magnetic
bearings with small losses. The advantages of the high-speed KESS are in its low
weight and small dimensions. The losses are around 0.1% of the máximum power
rating. A drawback is the high price of the system.
Each KESS includes itself the following major components contained in a fully
integrated system: flywheel, bearing system, integral drive motor - generator, power
electronics for electrical conversión (power rectifier, power converter), vacuum system,
containment vessel, instrumentation for monitoring and control. KESS must be studied
as a whole and its optimization must be performed in the knowledge that the
optimization of components does not necessarily lead to an optimum whole. For
example, an optimized separately flywheel might require a heavy or costly containment
structure or motor-generator, that reducing the " efficiency" of the whole. Therefore a
developer of KESS must know not only about the best and the most up-to-date
construction units of KESS but also must have ideas of the another possibilities for
realization of requirements imposing to the KESS components. For example, using the
same material one can design different flywheels to provide the necessary amount of
kinetic energy. These flywheels may differ in the shape, mass, ultimate speed and

flywheel to shaft connection. Developer has to select the design which is combined in
the best way with another components of KESS.
Comparison and analysis of different types of flywheels - one of the most important
elements of KESS - is the subject of this work. In this review only steel (isotropic)
flywheels for low-speed KESS are considered.
CHARACTERISTICS USED
FLYWHEELS EFFICIENCY.

FOR

QUANTITATIVE

ASSESSMENT

OF

One parameter commonly used to express the quality of an energy storage system is
energy density, i.e. the ratio between the energy stored and the mass. Clearly the mass
considered should be that of the whole system. However in flywheel development work,
the energy density is presented by dividing the energy W stored at burst speed by the
mass M of the flywheel alone. It can be calculated from theoretical considerations or
measured during a spin test and characterizes the flywheel itself.
Energy density WM of the rotor at burst speed is dependent only on the flywheel
design and on the characteristics of the material through the well-known formula:
W" = *- = K^

M

(1)

A-

where au - ultimate allowable stress, K - so-called " shape factor" depended only on
geometric-al configuration of the flywheel and on the failure criterion used, at least
under certain conditions, p¡- specific mass density of material used.
Characteristics of four steel types which can be used for high performance
monolithic steel flywheels are shown in Table 1 [5].
TABLE 1. Characteristics of four steel types which can
monolithic flywheels [5].
18M-250
Steel
(maraging)
AISI4340
7830
8000
Density, p
(kg/m3)
1860
Ultimate strength, o u 1790
2
(MN/m )
Yield stress
1500
1830
(MN/m2)
0.32
0.30
Poisson's ratio, v
Fatigue strength
poor
fair
Impact strength
fair
fair
Weldability
poor
fair
Elongation, %
poor
6
(50-mm specimen)
229(64)
233 (65)
Specific strength, au/p
(kJ/kg) ((Wh/kg))

be used for high performance

Hp 9-4-20
7830

Hp 9-4-30
7830

1310-1480

1520- 1660

1240-1350

1310-1480

0.296
good
best
best
1 4 - 19

0.296
best
good
good
10

167(46)

194(54)

Another parameter which expresses the ability to reach the design energy density at a
more or less high speed is the "velocity factor" defined as:
¿; = cüla)a

(2)

where (ü and coa are respectively the angular speed of the flywheel and the angular
speed of a thin rim which has the same outer diameter and density and is equally
stressed. It is calculated equalising the máximum stresses in the flywheel and rim. This
factor depends only on the geometry of the rotor, if no material or geometrical
nonlinearities are present.
The shape factor for the given flywheel usually is calculated using the expression for
kinetic energy of rotating body
(3)

where J-mass moment of polar inertia, 0) - allowable angular speed.
Máximum speed is calculated using the stress distribution for given flywheel and
failure criterion. After determination of the moment of inertia and mass of flywheel,
mass energy storage capacity and shape factor can be calculated in accordance with (1).
But in many cases the use of more general approach, briefly described below may be
more effective. This approach gives a more fundamental understanding of the process of
kinetic energy accumulation in rotating body.
RELATION BETWEEN STRESS-STATE OF FLYWHEEL AND ENERGY
STORAGE CAPACITY
The design for máximum density of energy stored cannot be pursued within the
framework of the conventional design methods employed for machine elements. Some
general principies of the design of such structures may be formulated using the
approach outlined in [6], [7]. This approach is based on the analysis of the relationship
between energy storage capacity of rotating bodies and their state of stress. As was
shown in [7], this relationship for a rotating body has the form
(4)
where IyiT^) - cru + cr21 + <733 is the first stress tensor invariant; r is the radius-vector;
P is the vector of surface load; the expression ÍJPrdShas been called as the load
s

potential and is conceived as the work performed by surface forces upon transfer of the
points of their application to the origin of coordinates.
By this means to the specified magnitude of kinetic energy and load potential of a
rotating body there have to correspond one and the same magnitude of the integral of
the first stress tensor invariant independent of body's shape, volume and material
properties.

For a rotating body free of surface loads one can obtain the following magnitude of
energy stored per unit mass
W
(5)
P,.V
2pyV
2py
is the mean valué of the first invariant of the stress tensor over the volume

where I
lm
V , pv is the mass density.

As follows from (5), the higher the ratio of the mean magnitude of the first stress
tensor invariant (per unit volume of rotating body) to the mass density at the same load
potential, the higher the energy density of the body. The last conclusión is in need of
refinement with respect to the valué maxIy(Ta). Naturally, maxIx{Ta) should satisfy
the strength criterion ^((J,,) = 0. However, the requirement of attaining maxIx{Ta) at
the each point is narrower than the requirement of equal strength for the structure
(simultaneous failure of the structure over the whole volume). The state of stress at each
point should not be merely máximum but should also correspond to a fairly definite
combination of stresses on failure surface O(cr n ) = 0. This combination is defined by
the point of contact of the failure surface with the plañe of the first invariant of stressstate (cr, [ + cr22 + <r33 = const) which is farthest from the coordinate origin. Under the
conditions of plañe state of stress the above is illustrated in Fig.l (a). The máximum
possible energy density will be attained in structures with stresses <J¡,<J* at each
material point.

6,+ Gj-const

a)

b)

Fig. 1.- Determination of components of a uniform state of stress ensuring
máximum energy density of a rotation body (optimal combination of ai and 02:
(a) anisotropic material; (b) isotropic material.
Likewise, the efficiency of the optimally designed structure with regard to its kinetic
energy storage capacity can be evaluated from the following valué of the functional W :

w=x-

\\\lx{Ta)dV-\\?xdS

(6)

1

In designing according to Whl the magnitude (3) should be taken over to the mass of
the structure (M). Relation (6) may be used also for the check-up of stress calculation
in rotating body.

CHARACTERISTICS OF ISOTROPIC (STEEL) DISC - TYPE FLYWHEELS
SOLID DISCS

Equallv Stressed Disc. The use of (5) immediately leads to requirement which must be
satisfíed in plañe stress state for an isotropic disc with máximum possible energy
density: ax = o\ = const . The shape of the ultimate curve ^(<7U) = 0 for an isotropic
material is inessential, since for any convex strength criterion max.Ix{Ta) will be
attained due to symmetry in the direction cr, = cr, (see Fig.l b). Both for criterion of
máximum stresses and Von-Mises criterion ones obtain that for equally stressed disk,
free from surface loads, mass energy storage capacity is equal:
WKi =?±
Pv

(7)

By this means the "shape factor" for equally stressed disk is equal to 1 and this is the
máximum theoretical possible valué for isotropic flywheels.
The shape h{r) of equally stressed disc can be obtained from well known equations of
equilibrium and compatibility written in terms of stresses for linear, isotropic material
with constant characteristics:

d(a.rh)
v

,

, ,.

r

_

- -agh + pvú)-rh = <d
dr
(crg -crr)(\ + v) + r—<L-vr—^
=0
dr
dr

,o.
(8)
(9)

If ar = ag = aD = const then compatibility equation (9) is satisfied and the profile
is easily computed from the equilibrium equation (8)
h = hce-Bx2

(10)
2

where / ^ = r/r 0 (r0- any fixed radius, 0 < / ^ < ° ° ) , parameter B-——^—

2

controls

2crD

both the profile and stress level, coD- angular speed corresponding to ar = ag = aD,
<JD - allowable stresses, hc - thickness in the center of disc.
Equally Stressed Disc with Ballast. The disc with profile (10) has the máximum
possible valué of shape factor equal to 1 and infmitely large outer radius. Clearly this
result is theoretical one: the profile must be truncated at a finite valué of the radius (r 0 )
and thickness h0 and loaded at that radius with radial stress or - <7D. For this purpose
disc can be ballasted at outer radius rQ with distributed along the periphery mass
cy h
mh - —§—-. The ratio of thickness in the center of disc (h ) to the thickness hQ at the
radius r0 is equal to —- = eB. This ratio increases under the increasing of B . The high

K

valúes of B can lead to the shapes for which the plañe stress assumption becomes at
least questionable and to an unacceptable axial length of the machine.
,

i

It can be easily calculated that the mass of the disc is equal to npvr^hc — {\ -e
B

„

),

mass of necessary ballast - 7rpyr¿hc

and total mass of the system - npvrlhc —.
B
B
Assuming that ballasting mass is free from internal stresses and using (5) ones obtain
that for the system, consisting from constant stressed disc with ballast, mass energy
storage capacity and velocity factor are equal
A-

(11)

From (11) is clear: in order to achieve high valúes of the shape factor high valúes of
constant B must be used. This leads to high valúes of the velocity factor £, Le.,
compels to resort to high valúes of the operating peripheral velocity (large outer radius
or high spin speeds). Apart from the practical difficulty to attach the ballast at outer
radius, this practice lowers the efficiency of the structure by adding a mass which does
not contribute to its strength. As shown in [5], the use of ballast in equally stressed
structures does not increase the energy storage capacity, decreases its energy density
and turns out to be useful only for reducing the ultimate rotational speed. It is necessary
to accentuate also that the increase of velocity factor with increase of energy density is
the common property of solid discs with different profiles.
Equallv Stressed Disc with a Rim. A better way to solve the problem is that of providing
an outer rim, designed in such a way that it exerts the correct radial stress on the disc
(Fig.2). It may be easily shown that in the case of thin rim the valué of necessary crosssection F of the rim must be equal
(12)

25-(1-//)
where 8 - r0 - rD.

Assuming that hoop stresses in the rim are constant and radial stresses are changed
linearly along the radius ones obtain using (5) the following valué for shape coefficient
K:

j (1-/0(1 + f)
+ 1
+2
4£

K=

2 2B-JI-M)

1

25-(I-/*)
where s = — .

!
L

2B

U

25

( e 1 )
(13)

Fig. 2.- Constant-stress disc with constant-thickness outer rim.
Geometrical defmitions.
If the rim is thick, then its radial thickness is defined by the ratio fi = rDl >0 which
depends not only upon Bbut also a- h01hD [4]:
1
a-\
Ba

+ 2.

\a-B{B-\ + v)

(a-l)2

(14)

Corresponding shape coefficient is equal

i+[a82(l-/?4)/2-£/?2-l]^

(15)

Shape factor increases with increasing B and a (from K = 0.7 at B = 1.5 and a = 1,
£ = 0.8 at B = 1.5 and a = 10 toií = 0.97 at 5 = 4 independently of a ) . The higher
is K, the higher become velocity factor (from £ = 1.75 at ^T = 0.7to £ = 3 at
£ = 0.97).
Cónica! discs. Stress-state of conical disc is expressed through hypergeometric
functions. Because of this analytical expressions for shape and velocity coefficients are
derived too complicated. Calculations show that in conical discs K can reach 0.7^-0.95
and £- 1.7-K3.O. These valúes are cióse to characteristics of equally stressed disc with a
rim. Greater valúes correspond to greater cone angles.
Disc with constant thickness. Substituting expressions for ae and ar for such a disk into
() ones obtain K=2/(3+v) and using expression for máximum stress in the center of

disc £ =

Y

If a valué of the Poison's ratio v = 0.3 is assumed, the valúes

5 +V

K = 0.606 and £ = 1.56 can be obtained.
As can be seen from the results presented, designing of flywheels with higher valúes
of K cause the increasing of velocity factor £, i.e. more mass effective flywheels need
more speed of rotation.

Connection of solid flvwheels with each other and with a shaft. Usually solid discsflywheels are connected with the shaft and with each other by the use of flanges (Fig.3).
Design of flanges must only marginally affect the stress distribution of the disk, while
achieving the required strength and stiffness at the shaft-disk connection. Compliant
connection and internal friction between connecting parts can cause dynamic problems
(low critical speed and instability of rotation). Successful connection designs are
presented in Fig. 4.a [8] and Fig.4.b [9].

a)

b)

-i

Fig. 4.- (a) Cross-section of disc used in
turbo machinery [8], (b) Cross-section of
the flywheel used in Oerlikon bus [9].

Fig. j . - Constant-stress discs with
flanges for connection to the shaft.

The most common way of connecting discs without central hole with each other is
by bolting. In design shown in Fig.5.a four discs are bolted together and held in
concentricity by the use of curved couplings between discs [10]. In Fig.5.b the flywheel
rotor comprises six segments that are tie- bolted together to form one rotating flywheel.
The concentricity of each element is maintained by a registering diameter on the hub
and the mating pilot ring on the shaft hubs [11].
57.2 CM

50.8

5.1

CM

CM

Fig. 5.- (a) Assembled rotor with four discs with curved couplings bolted together [10],
(b) Assembled flywheel rotor with six segments bolted together with tie-bolts [11].

In the design shown in Fig.6 inertia
welding is used to join the flywheel discs to
each other, and to the stub shaft and coupler
flange as well. The inertia welding machine
has a flywheel of its own. One of the pieces
to be welded is coupled to this flywheel, and
assembly spun up to a predetermined speed.
The mating piece is stationary, and is thrust
against the rotating piece. The heat generated
raises the contacting material to plástic
temperature and the applied pressure forges
the two pieces together. The resultant joint
has excellent strength and avoids the stress
concentrations present in a bolted assembly
[12].

T)

As may be seen from presented examples,
the connection of several solid discs with Fig. 6.- Inertia welded flywheel rotor
each other in one rotor design without the [12].
loss of bending stiffness in the axis plañe is a
difficult task. Compliance of rotor in bending can genérate dynamic problems. This
consideration seems to restrict severely the field of application of constant stress discs:
no application seems possible in those cases where a pierced disc is mandatory, as in
many flywheel applications.
PIERCED DISCS
If a central hole has to be present for connection with the shaft using press-fit, the
zone near the hole needs to be reinforced to avoid the very
high stress concentration which, in the case of constant
stress discs, leads to a doubling of the valué of equivalent
stress.
Equally stressed pierced disc. Contrary to the widespread
opinión, the pierced disc may be designed as a constant
stress disc (at least in respect of hoop stresses). The point is
just that of providing a central hub thicker than the disc,
able to level the stresses in the zone of the hole.
The simplest hub is a constant thickness hub. With the
reference to Fig.7 it is easy to obtain the following equation
in Ph which allows to compute the radial thickness of the
hub once the axial thickness, i.e., ratio ah, the radial stress
at the bore an and the size of the hole, i.e. the valué of J5
have been stated [13]:

F-

y _ pj e r c e ¿ COnstant
-stress disc with central
hub. Geometrical

v
(16)
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For example, by proceeding in the same way described for the constant stress disc,
but considering ar as an unknown and stating a constant valué of crg - ac ones obtain
from (9) expression for ar. Substituting then both stresses in (8) equation for the
profile h(r) can be obtained.
In particular, if the disk is pierced, a profile in which the radial stress vanishes or
assumes an arbitrary valué crr, at the bore, Le., for X~P-> c a n be obtained [13]. Radial
stress distribution, corresponding to <Jg = ac will be as foliows:
(21)
where a = (1 + v) / v
By introducing (21) into (8) and integrating expression for profile /?(;£) can be
obtained. Analysis shows that the thickness becomes infinitely large at a certain radius
(if radial stress at the bore vanishes, the infinite thickness occurs at the inner radius).
Such profile is practically unfeasible.
Instead of obtaining the profile of a disc
which is almost of constant stress and has a
central hole, it is possible to resort to a
"constant stress hub" and to fit it in a constant
stress disc. Such attempt was made in [13];
the result is shown in Fig.9 .The outer
thickness of the hub was slightly larger than
the inner thickness of the disc, therefore the
hub was less loaded than the disc. This gives
some margins for the increase of stresses
which unavoidably occurs due to the
trimming of the profile at the inner radius to
avoid too large axial thickness. The shape
factor K, computed using the plañe stress state assumption has a valué of 0.811.

a)

l.S

b)
one dimensión.

1.4
1.2

<x0 FEM, pian® of
symmetry

,2

Searchinz o f óptima! pro files using trial-and
-error procedure. All pro files of pierced discs
with the hubs described above are plagued by Fig. 9.- Profile (a) and stress
a very serious problem, namely the presence distribution (b) in a constant stress
of strong thickness gradient near the central disc with constant stress hub.
hole.
Even
if
the
one-dimensional
computation of the stress field leads to more
or less levelled stresses, these thickness gradients can cause strong stress concentrations
when the actual, three-dimensional, stress field is considered (see Fig.9.b). This makes
the presence of the central hub less effective then expected, unless the ratio between the
thickness and outer diameter is very small. As an example, for the disc presented in Fig.
9 with a ratio ht I rQ = 0.24 the equivalent stress at the bore on the plañe of symmetry is
about 61% higher owing to three-dimensional effects and the shape factor is decreased
from 0.811 to 0.503.
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The presence of strong thickness gradients is a direct consequence of the attempt to
achieve a constant stress distribution as, in constant thickness discs, the strong stress
gradients are a result of keeping the thickness constant.
At any procedure of optimization of rotating disc with a central hole the most crucial
stage is connected with the choice of the starting point - initial profile which will be
improved during the optimization procedure. In [13] is proposed to search nearoptimum profiles by imposing a predetermined stress distribution which, although being
not constant, is nevertheless favourable and which gives way to more gradual
thickening of the profile near the bore. An unpierced disc is studied as a starting point.
As the presence of the central hole will then cause the stresses at the bore to be
increased by a factor of about 2, the stresses at the center will be assumed to be about
half of those at the outer radius. At this stage two equations (8) and (9) are used to find
the profile provided adj usted distribution of ar or og. When the profile has been
obtained, the hole and the other needed modifications to the profile are introduced (e.g.,
the outer rim). After this three-dimensional computation of the stress field is performed.
These steps in trial-and-error procedure are repeated until a satisfactory stress
distribution is obtained.
The result of such optimization procedure for the disc with a thickness/diameter ratio
equal to 0.22 and central hole with ratio 0.05 is presented in Fig. 10 [13]. In the starting
point the initial radial stress distribution in unpierced disk was constant between ^ = 0
and x - 0-2 and constant between x - 0-5 and x - 1 at a valué 2.2 times greater. The
two branches of the curve were connected by an S-shaped Une as smooth as possible; all
curve was described with a 5-th degree polynomial.
a)

Fig. 10.- Profile (a) and stress distribution (b, c) in a disc shaped according to the
profile proposed. The isostress Unes in (c) in half of the structure, computed using a
FEM code, are plotted at a distance of 0.05 (in non-dimensional terms).
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With respect to the usual configurations of pierced discs, the shape of Fig. 10.a has a far
greater shape factor coupled with a not too high velocity factor (K - 0.645 , E, = 1.65;
by comparison for a constant thickness disc K ~ 0.3; £ = 1.1).
As is underlined in [13], in this way it is not possible to obtain a general profile
which can be used for many applications, as the stress concentration depends not only
on the shape of the disc but also on the actual ratio between thickness and diameter,
which is typical of each particular application. So it is possible only to define a
procedure which can lead in all practical cases to high performance design.
Automated design procedures for unpierced and pierced discs. Such procedures utilize
the numerical solutions to produce the optimum configuration of such disks under any
given conditions. The method is based on the replacement of the disc with variable
thickness by a system of finite rings and satisfying the conditions at the boundaries. The
resulting expressions for the plañe stress state in such a compound disc are readily
adaptable for solution by computers. The variables in this problem are the rings axial
thicknesses which are varied during optimization procedure. The gradient search
method proved satisfactory for this problem. One of the successful profiles obtained by
this method in [14] for unpierced disc is presented (añer smoothing) in Fig. 11.a (z 0 is
the thickness in the center). The energy storage density was optimized for the plañe
stress flywheel, using a máximum distortion energy failure criterion. The shape
coefficient K is equal to 0.97 and a velocity factor £ = 3.57. Near constant stress state
with ag =arwas maintained out to r = 0.8 and presented in Fig.ll.b (all stresses
related to the shear stress at yield). It appeared that in optimization process, a state of
constant stress has been forced on the disc from the center outward.

•crT

ID

Fig. 11.- (a) Optimized profile of unpierced disk. (b) Stress distribution in optimized
disc.
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Fig. 12.- Optimized profiles and stress distributions in pierced
discs with different geometrical constraints (Pm -internal
pressure).

Procedure similar to described above, also utilized gradient search, was used for
pierced discs in [15]. The objective of this study was to develop a general design
procedure by which the disc configuration between the rim and the shaft is determined
in such a way that the allocated space is not exceed and the stress distribution
throughout the disc is as cióse as possible to the designer's objective. The main
objective was to minimize the difference between the máximum and minimum
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tangential stresses. Some of the best results are presented in Fig.12 for different
limitations for axial thickness of hub and rim. These profiles had the minimum
difference between máximum and minimum tangential stresses.
Procedures based on the assumption of plañe stress-state cannot take into
consideration the stress concentrations which occurs in the zones where strong thickness
gradients are present, a feature which characterizes all attempts to maintain more or less
constant stressing of pierced disk. .
A more recent work [16] contents an attempt of including a three-dimensional stress
analysis into the genetic algorithm of optimization. The use of three-dimensional
analysis realized by FEM gave a possibility to combine the maximizing of shape factor
with minimizing the difference between máximum and minimum thickness of the disk
and by this means to avoid strong stress concentration. The profile obtained by this
method for a valué of the ratio between the thickness in the center and outer radius of
0.22 is shown in Fig. 13. This profile leads to a shape factor of 0.625 and velocity factor
of 2.78. It is interesting to note the similarity between this profile and profile presented
in Fig. 10 which was corrected by hand using a trial- and- error procedure.

a)

V\Y\VV V

T*

0.0

Fig. 13.- Pierced disc of near-optimum shape obtained using the genetic algorithm.
(a) Profile with isostress Unes obtained from a finite element axisymmetrical model.
(b) Stress distribution computed using the plañe stress assumption compared with
the equivalent stresses computed using the FEM (stresses referred to <J0 = porr;).

The results obtained using the genetic algorithm were strongly affected by the
particular fitness function used. Of some interest is improvement of the profile obtained
by simplified analytical tools with subsequent use of algorithm described above.
Pierced discs of constant thickness. Using stress distribution for free rotating disc and
máximum stress failure criterion the following expressions for shape and velocity
coefficients can be obtained
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(22)
e_|

e _

For the disc with small hole (fi —> 0)

•, and for thin rim

Pises of constant thickness
with hub and rim. These
rotors are common for low speed applications, as their
valué of velocity factor is
low, and if well designed,
their shape factor can take
valúes in the vicinity of 0.5
or even higher with velocity
factor about 1.1. In order to
evalúate
the
stress
distribution, such discs can
be assumed to consist of
three constant thickness
annular elements (Fig. 14.a).
Equalizing radial forces and
radial displacements of the
Fig. 14.- Constant thickness disc with hub and rim.
discs
at the
common
Definition of geometrical parameters and stress
boundaries
ones
can
distribution.
calcúlate plañe stress state
for each part of the rotor
(Fig. 14.b). The shape factor
can be calculated from the equation [4]:
(23)

crm
where <Jmax- máximum stress (radial or hoop) inside the flywheel, co and velocity
factor are determined after equalizing crmaxto the allowable stress.
The optimization of the shape is not a simple problem as it involves five parameters,
but usually part of them are specified from design considerations. Once the optimum
profile for a given application has been chosen it is necessary to check máximum
stresses by the use of FEM adding some fillets in the points of discontinuity.
Decreasing ofthe stress peak in the vicinitv ofthe inner radius ofthe pierced discs. One
of the most effective methods of stress reduction in the pierced disks mounted on the
shaft with a high interference is autofrettage. The material has to be ductile and accept
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without damage the high plástic strains required, usually in the range of 2 - 6%. The
essence of autofrettage is as follows. If angular speed of free rotating disc become
higher than valué at which the stresses at the inner radius become equal to the yield
point than internal ring will obtain plástic deformations whereas the other part of a disk
is still deformed as the elastic body. With increasing angular speed the radius of inner
plástic zone increases. If, after creation of certain plástic zone, disc will be stopped
(unloaded) then material in plástic zone obtain the residual strain. External elastic ring
of the disk approaching initial state will compress internal ring and créate into it
residual (compression) stresses. In so doing the external ring will be somewhat
tensioned. As an example [4], the stress field in a constant thickness disc of steel with
yield stress of 1000 MPa after prestressing at 16 670 rpm is shown in Fig.15. Máximum
speed about 25% in excess of the speed at the onset of plasticization. As may be seen
the presence of prestressing reduces the máximum stresses from 742 MPa to 466 MPa,
while the máximum compressive stress in standstill is of - 768 MPa. The valué of the
shape factor is K = 0.483. Calculations show that a stronger prestressing would have
increased the shape factor, but it is questionable if such strong compressive stresses at
standstill are acceptable.
800

400 -

stresses at 10800 rev/min
without prestressing— _

-400

—

residual stresses— - —
-800

j

l
0.6

i

0.2

0.4

i

l

i

0.8

X

Fig. 15.- Stress distribution in a prestressed steel disc (<7r =1000MPa). Outer
radius 300mm; inner radius 15 mm; constant thickness; Poisson's ratio - 0.3.
Thus the autofrettage of the discs allows to reduce sharply operating stresses in the
rotating discs. Besides it allows also to increase the valué of interference when shaft is
inserted into disc and in doing so to provide more reliable operation of flywheel.
The valué of prestressing speed have to be assigned and observed very thoroughly
because of very fast growth of plástic zone with increase of rotating speed. Analytical
computational techniques of residual stresses in rotating discs made of elastic-perfectly
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plástic materials are described, for example, in [4], [17]. Use of FEM for calculating of
stress-strain state gives an opportunity for more realistic taking into account of stressstrain diagram of material used.
DESIGNING MORE SAFE STEEL FLYWHEELS
Isotropic disc flywheels, with their favourable characteristics of being simple to
design, very stable so far as the dynamic behaviour is concerned and, above all, having
the benefit of at Ieast a century of established engineering practice, are fundamentally
limited by their two main disadvantages. These are the low energy density and the
dangerous nature of their failure modes. Parameters defined the energy density was
considered above. The main means of decreasing the failure danger are connected with
exception of possibility of total (in all volume) rupture of flywheel.
One of such means suggested and applied for unpierced flywheel is described in [5],
[18]. The layout of flywheel with decreased danger of failure is presented in Fig.16.

Fig. 16.- (a) Flywheel rotor with narrow neck región (1). (b) Rotor housed
within barrier ring (2). (c) Contact between rim fragment and barrier ring after
rotor's failure at the neck región.

Flywheel is designed by such a way that the narrow neck between the disc and the
rim is more highly stressed than any other región of the flywheel (Fig.ló.a). The rotor
neck región contour is chosen to achieve clean rim breakaway and balanced unloading
of the disc as well as radially vectored rim energy reléase. The barrier ring (Fig.ló.b) is
designed primarily as a braking surface for the intact rotor assembly at speeds higher
than operational or sudden plástic deformation of the rim. Another primary purpose for
the barrier ring is the means by which rim containment is assured if the rim should
sepárate from the body of the rotor. The shape of the barrier ring and its material
elongation properties are chosen to promote encapsulation of the rim of rotor body
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when the rim separates from the disc
(Fig.ló.c). Testing of such a rotor is
described in [5]. The fiywheel during
a planned overspeed to failure, failed
in the neck portion. The disc portion
remained intact separating only rim 10% of flywheel mass (Fig.17).

a)

Another method to decrease the
danger of flywheels failure and the
mass of containment is connected with
dividing of flywheel into a number of
discs. If the rotor is composed by a
certain number of thin discs it is
possible to design a containment
b)
structure on the assumption that only
one or limited number of discs will
fail at a certain moment. This solves
the
problem
of designing
a
containment which can perform
complete
containment
of
all
fragments, a task which is very
difficult in the case of thick
monolithic rotor. A comparison
between a thick, shaped disc, an
assembly of a small number of thinner
Fig. 17.- Subscale flywheel. (a) Pre-test,
shaped discs and one of many very
(b) Post-test
thin constant thickness discs is shown
in Table 2 [19]. The thinner discs are
pierced in order to simplify attachment to the shaft. Other advantages of using thin
pierced discs are the lower valué of the velocity factor, the better characteristics of the
material which can be obtained from thin sheets and the absence of axial stresses.
..•. ,_• . - - . v — . . •

Table 2 shows that, in spite of the less favourable energy shape factor of the múltiple
thin-disc (laminated) rotor, the laminated rotor flywheel is the lightest configuration
when the weight of the housing required for complete containment is considered.
TABLE 2.- Comparison between a thick disc system with other systems
employing assemblies of few thinner shaped, pierced discs and many thin
constant-thickness ones. The masses referred to the corresponding masses of
thelastsolution[19].
SHAPED DISC

MÚLTIPLE THICK
DISCS

MÚLTIPLE THIN
DICS

TYPE

Peripheral speed
Rotor mass
Housing mass
Total mass

0.85
700
0.4
4.1
1.3

0.43
524
0.8
2.1
1.1

0.30
415
1.0
1.0
1.0
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CONCLUSIONS
1. Relation between kinetic energy of rotating body and integral characteristic of its
stress - state allow one, in a number of cases, to obtain estimates of the energy
storage capacity of structures without resorting of awkward calculations. This
relation may be used also to check the accuracy of computation of the stresses in
rotating structures. The use of it in structural optimization problems may turn out to
be more convenient than the direct calculation of the máximum energy storage
capacity of a given structure.
2. Various types of flywheel may be made from steel differing with shape and velocity
factors, profiles and danger of failure. The most efficient variant from the technical
and (or) economical point of view have to be selected. This variant have to be
associated the best with another components of KESS.
3. Increasing of the shape factor of disc - type flywheel usually is connected with the
increasing of its velocity factor (i.g., with increasing of disc's peripheral speed).
4. The shape of disc - type flywheel calculated in assumption of plañe stress - state in
the most cases may be used only as starting point for its further refinement and
optimization using 3 -D calculations with FE method.
5. It is possible sufficiently decrease the danger of steel flywheel's rupture using
designs which provide only partially damage of flywheel at the burst speed.
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SHAPED DISC

MÚLTIPLE THICK
DISCS

MÚLTIPLE THIN
DISCS

TYPE

K

0.85

0.43

0.30

Peripheral speed (m/s)

700

524

415

Rotor mass

0.4

0.8

1.0

Housing mass

4.1

2.1

1.0

Total mass

1.3

1.1

1.0

